Background: Mitral valve (MV) prolapse is common in children with Marfan syndrome (MFS) and is associated with varying degrees of mitral regurgitation (MR). However, the three-dimensional (3D) morphology of the MV in children with MFS and its relation to the degree of MR are not known. The goals of this study were to describe the 3D morphology of the MV in children with MFS and to compare it to that in normal children.
Cardiovascular manifestations in Marfan syndrome (MFS) include aortic root dilation and mitral valve prolapse (MVP)
. MVP is associated with varying degrees of mitral regurgitation (MR), which can be associated with progressive ventricular dilation and heart failure and is the principal cause of morbidity and mortality in infants and small children with MFS. [1] [2] [3] [4] Currently, two-dimensional (2D) qualitative assessments of the mitral valve (MV) are typically used to assess changes in valve function and structure over time. [5] [6] [7] Increasingly, however, the importance of characterizing the full threedimensional (3D) nature of diseased valves is becoming recognized, both from a mechanical perspective and when considering surgical repair. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] The nonplanar ''saddle shape'' of the MV, for example, has been shown to play a strong role in diminishing chordal stress and reducing the risk for chordal rupture. 11, 13, 14 This saddle shape cannot be reliably measured using 2D imaging; nor can many other annular and leaflet parameters. 15, 16 As a consequence of suboptimal acoustic windows and reduced image quality, adult 3D MV models are frequently constructed using transesophageal data sets acquired before or at the time of surgical repair. In children, however, acoustic windows are frequently superior to those of adults, and transthoracic imaging can be used successfully to construct valve models in a routine clinical outpatient setting. 17 In patients with MFS, the 3D structure of the MV has not been characterized. Therefore, we sought to describe and quantify the 3D structure of the MV in a cohort of young patients with MFS using patient-specific models constructed from 3D transthoracic echocardiograms obtained during routine clinical outpatient visits.
Moreover, we sought to compare the MVs of patients with MFS with valves from normal (non-MFS) age-matched control subjects. We hypothesized that the 3D structure of the MV might be associated with presence of significant MR.
METHODS

Patients
An institutional database was reviewed to identify patients in a subspecialty cardiovascular genetics clinic with the clinical diagnosis of MFS defined by revised Ghent criteria 18 in whom 3D imaging of the left ventricle and MV had been obtained as part of their clinical care.
Each patient with MFS was matched to a normal control by date of birth 6 1 year. 17 Briefly, 3D echocardiograms with normal findings had been obtained as part of routine clinical care when structural or functional heart disease had been suspected but was subsequently judged to be absent by the treating cardiologist. Specific criteria for inclusion in the normal cohort were (1) referral for clinical echocardiography, (2) no history of congenital or acquired heart disease, (3) no more than trivial valvular regurgitation, (4) left ventricular enddiastolic volume (LVEDV) normal or near normal (Z score = À2.5 to +2.5), (5) normal left ventricular systolic function (ejection fraction > 55%), and (6) no other accompanying noncardiac disease with potential cardiovascular impact.
The Committee on Clinical Investigation at Boston Children's Hospital approved this study.
Transthoracic Image Acquisition
Three-dimensional images were acquired using full-volume or 3D zoom mode, using four-beat, breath-held, electrocardiographically gated acquisitions when possible (breath holding was not typically feasible in infants and young children). Transthoracic X7 or X5 probes were used with the Philips iE33 and EPIQ ultrasound systems (Philips Medical Systems, Andover, MA). Acquired data sets with significant stitch artifacts or poor image quality were excluded from analysis. Two-dimensional volumes and ejection fraction, which were calculated using the 5/6 area-length formula, were recorded from the clinical reports, as was the designation of the presence of MVP. Two-dimensional mitral annular anterior-posterior and lateral dimensions were recorded from the clinical reports if available or were measured by one of us (D.M.H.) if these data were missing. Mitral annular dimensions were expressed as Z scores and raw dimensions.
MV 3D Geometric Analysis
MV 3D models were constructed using the TomTec 4D MVA analysis package (version 2.3), running within the Image Arena 4.6 package (TomTec Imaging Systems, Unterschleissheim, Germany). Briefly, MV analysis began with the identification of anatomic landmarks and selection of the early systolic frame (the first frame with the valve closed) and the end-systolic frames (the last frame before the MV starts to open). A single midsystolic frame midway between these two frames was chosen for static modeling and analysis of the valve. This phase was consistently well seen (and allowed direct comparison with previously published adult studies). 13, 19 Annular and leaflet dimensions and shape were automatically generated by the software, using optical flow and pattern recognition with manual user correction when needed. 20, 21 The following annular dimensions were recorded: annular circumference, anterior-posterior diameter, anterolateral-posteromedial diameter, commissural diameter, annular height, and annular nonplanar angle (Figure 1) . Also recorded were 3D area and sphericity (defined as anterior-posterior diameter divided by anterolateral-posteromedial diameter). Annular height/commissural width ratio (AHCWR), a measure of the saddle shape of the valve, was defined as annular height divided by annular commissural width and expressed as a percentage. 11, 13 Leaflet characteristics that were measured included anterior leaflet area, posterior leaflet area, anterior leaflet length, posterior leaflet length, tenting height, tenting volume, and billow volume (Figure 2 ). Billow and tenting volumes were calculated in a custom fashion, as these parameters are not calculated by the TomTec analysis package ( Figure 3 ). Specifically, bookmarks for each valve model were exported from the TomTec software in Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine format and converted into a format suitable for import into MATLAB (R2015b; The MathWorks, Natick, MA). Using a custom-written program, a spline surface was constructed with minimal area that passed through all points on the annulus (i.e., the surface that a soap film would form across the annulus.) The volume between this reference surface and the leaflet surface generated by TomTec was then calculated using a discrete approximation to Gauss's divergence theorem. Volume on the atrial side of the reference surface was defined as billow volume; volume on the ventricular side of the reference surface was defined as tenting volume.
To allow comparisons between cases and control subjects across a wide range of patient ages and sizes in the study cohort, 3D measures were indexed by body surface area (area and volume) and the square root of body surface area (lengths), as described in prior publications. 22 Examples of MV models from two subjects with MFS and their agematched control subjects are shown in Figure 4 ; these models highlight the flattened annular geometry and marked billow present in the MVs of patients with MFS compared with primarily tenting seen in normal control subjects.
Statistical Analysis
Data are presented as median and interquartile range unless otherwise stated. Statistical significance was defined as P < .05. Demographic characteristics of the patients with MFS and control subjects were compared using the Wilcoxon rank sum test. Despite frequency matching on age, we conservatively assumed that the groups were independent (not paired) because other important cohort differences may exist. The relationships of MV parameters to the presence versus absence of MVP and the degree of regurgitation were assessed using the Wilcoxon rank sum and Kruskal-Wallis tests. Logistic regression was used to model the presence versus. absence of MVP and moderate or greater MR as a function of other echocardiographic parameters, with stepwise selection to determine the independent correlates. Odds ratios and CIs were calculated. Linear regression was used to explore relationships between continuous variables. Interobserver and intraobserver reproducibility for 3D mitral measurements were assessed on a random subset of 16 subjects (eight with MFS and eight control subjects). For intraobserver Journal of the American Society of Echocardiography Volume 31 Number 11 assessment, the same observer (M.A.J.) remeasured all the parameters $1 month apart. For interobserver assessment, a second observer (S.J.G.) performed all measurements without knowledge of the results of the first observer. Intraobserver and interobserver reproducibility was quantified using the intraclass correlation coefficient, which was generated using the two-way model for absolute agreement for average measures. In addition, mean absolute difference, defined as the average of the absolute value of the difference between the two values divided by their mean (expressed as a percentage), was calculated for intra-and interobserver measurements. Statistical analysis was performed using SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) and Stata version 13.1 (StataCorp, College Station, TX).
RESULTS
Patient Characteristics and 2D Echocardiographic Measurements
Demographic characteristics for the MFS and normal cohorts are shown in Table 1 . The two groups differed statistically only in median systolic and mean blood pressures (lower in patients with MFS) and LVEDV Z score (higher in patients with MFS). Additional patient characteristics of the Marfan cohort and family history data are shown in Table 2 . Both MVP and aortic root dilation were common in this cohort (70% and 89%, respectively). Among 2D echocardiographic measurements, MV lateral diameter (and Z score) was significantly larger among patients with MFS than control subjects, as was MV anterior-posterior diameter (Table 3) . Among patients with MFS the median aortic root Z score was 3.3 (interquartile range, 2.6-4.5).
Three-Dimensional Annular and Leaflet Characteristics
Normalized 3D mitral annular characteristics are presented in Table 3 for patients with MFS and control subjects. Compared with control subjects, children with MFS had significantly larger median anterolateral-posteromedial diameters, commissural diameters, annular circumferences, and 3D annular areas; AHCWR was smaller, and annular nonplanar angle was greater (indicating a flatter annulus), and MV annuli were less spherical.
Normalized 3D leaflet measurements are shown in Table 3 . Compared with the normal cohort, children with MFS had larger median billow volume with smaller median tenting height, area, and volume. Leaflet lengths and areas did not differ between the two cohorts.
Larger LVEDV Z score was positively associated with normalized annular area and circumference (R = 0.73, P < .0001) and weakly associated with billow volume (R = 0.31, P = .01). Larger LVEDV Z score was also weakly negatively associated with AHCWR (R = À0.31, P = .02) and normalized tenting height (R = À0.29, P = .04). Aortic root Z score was positively associated with normalized annular area (R = 0.50, P < .0001), valve circumference (R = 0.48, P < .001), and the cube root of the billow volume (R = 0.55, P < .001) and negatively associated with normalized tenting height (R = À0.64, P < .0001), tenting volume (R = À0.39, P < .001), and AHCWR (R = À0.54, P < .0001). Examining the relationship of 3D annular shape to leaflet structure, lower median AHCWR (a flatter annulus) was associated with smaller tenting volume (R = 0.47, P < .001) and weakly associated with greater billow volume (R = 0.33, P = .01).
Mitral Valve Prolapse and Mitral Regurgitation
Data from both cohorts were combined to form groups with moderate or greater MR versus less than moderate MR and MVP present versus absent (Table 4) . Compared with those with no MVP, subjects with MVP had larger median annular dimensions, areas, and nonplanar angles, with lower AHCWRs. Among leaflet parameters, patients with MVP had smaller median tenting height, area, and volume, with larger median billow volume.
Compared with subjects with less than moderate MR, those with moderate or greater MR had larger median annular dimensions and areas and nonplanar angles, lower AHCWRs, larger leaflet area parameters, increased billow volume, and decreased tenting volume. Normalized LVEDV Z score was larger in the moderate or greater MR group than the less than moderate MR group (P < .01). In the MFS-only subgroup, there were similar associations of MR with MV annular and leaflet parameters, although several metrics lost significance in this smaller cohort (Supplemental Table 1 , available at www.onlinejase.com). Table 5 shows estimated odds ratios for MVP and MR grade moderate or greater by MV parameters. Multivariate, stepwise selection showed billow volume to be the only independent predictor of moderate or greater MR (model P = .01, C statistic = 0.95). For MVP, only tenting height (odds ratio, 3.3; 95% CI, 1.7-6.8; P < .001) and annular area (odds ratio, 1.7; 95% CI, 1.1-2.8; P = .03) were independent predictors (model P < .001, C statistic = 0.96).
Intra-and Interobserver Variability
Intra-and intraobserver variability was generally acceptable (Table 6) . Variables with the lowest interobserver reproducibility (<0.75) included those that involved assessment of the non-planar shape of the valve, such as nonplanar angle, annular height, and tenting height, as well as posterior leaflet length. Furthermore, billow and tenting volumes had significant intra-and interobserver variability.
DISCUSSION
In this study we have quantitatively modeled the 3D morphology of the MV in children and young adults with MFS, compared these models with a group of normal patients, and showed large differences across an array of 3D valve and leaflet characteristics. Notably, valves in patients with MFS had substantially larger billow volumes, smaller tenting volumes, and larger annular dimensions. We have also shown associations between the 3D valve annulus and leaflet morphology and valve-specific patient morbidity, including MVP and MR.
Mitral Annular Shape
The shape of the normal and diseased MV in adults has been widely studied over the past two decades. Original work by Levine et al. characterized the saddle-shaped annulus of the MV. 11, 23 The normal range of AHCWR, with lower values representing a more planar shape, is
HIGHLIGHTS
The 3D structure of the MV in children with MFS was compared to normal controls. Children with MFS have greater leaflet billow and less leaflet tenting. Greater leaflet billow volume was strongly associated with mitral regurgitation.
20% to 25% across a series of studies in adult humans. [24] [25] [26] [27] Salgo et al.
11 demonstrated in computational studies that there are mechanical benefits of the saddle-shaped mitral annulus to MV function. Specifically, they demonstrated that leaflet stress is reduced when AHCWR is >15% and minimal when AHCWR exceeds 20% to 25%. In vitro, the saddle-shaped annulus redistributes the forces on the chords by altering coaptation geometry, leading to an optimally balanced mechanical configuration.
14 In a recent study quantifying the annular shape in adult patients with MVP, Lee et al. 13 showed that the clinical manifestation of leaflet stress in the form of chordal rupture was strongly associated with lower AHCWR. Mean AHCWR was 23.7% in the normal group, 17.3% in the MVPpositive, MR-negative group, and only 13.2% in the MVP-positive, MR-positive group. They also showed that in adult patients with MVP, a smaller AHCWR correlated inversely with leaflet billow volume, and AHCWR < 15% was independently associated with the presence of clinically significant MR. In our cohort, the median AHCWR was 20% in patients with MFS, significantly lower than in the normal cohort (24%) and at the bottom of the normal range reported in adults (20%-25%). 28, 29 In our patients with MFS with moderate or greater MR, the median AHCWR was 15%, exhibiting a similar trend to the adult study.
Leaflet Structure
Although there are clear differences in the annulus in patients with MFS, the hallmark both visually and quantitatively in children with MFS was a larger MV leaflet billow volume compared with normal children. MVP is essentially the volume under the valve leaflet that is billowing past the annular plane into the left atrium in cross-sectional imaging. We have shown that billow in the MVs in normal patients is minimal. In contrast, the majority of patients with MFS had billow, . P values were calculated using the Wilcoxon rank sum test; two-sided P > jZj.
and many had significant amounts of billow exceeding the total tenting volume of the valve. Valve tenting orients the leaflets to better handle the systemic load imposed by ventricular contraction, and in prior work tenting metrics have been identified as important in prediction of adult MR. [30] [31] [32] [33] Tenting height, area, and volume were all lower in our patients with MFS compared with normal control subjects.
Association of Structural Changes to MVP and MR
We sought to establish a relationship between 3D structural characteristics and valve function in this patient cohort. In univariate modeling of our population, a decrease in AHCWR of 5% (corresponding to annular flattening) was associated with fourfold increased odds of moderate or greater MR. Similarly, increased billow volume and decreased tenting volume were both highly associated with the risk for moderate or greater MR in univariate analysis. In multivariate modeling, billow volume was the only factor independently associated with moderate or greater MR. The effect size (odds ratio) was notably greater for billow and tenting volume than for simple annular dilation. Billow volume and tenting metrics were also highly associated with MVP; this would be expected, as these are essentially the quantitative 3D manifestation of the single-plane visual assessment of MVP observed by conventional 2D echocardiographic techniques.
MV Dysfunction in MFS: Potential Mechanisms
MFS is caused by mutations in the FBN1 gene, which codes for the glycoprotein fibrillin-1. 34 Although fibrillin-1 provides mechanical support to tissues, more recent studies have shown that it plays a critical regulatory role in signaling of the cytokine, transforming growth factor-b (TGF-b). Absence of fibrillin-1 results in excessive amounts of activated TGF-b in the heart valves and aortic wall, which is thought to lead to the clinical manifestations of the syndrome. Notably, in our MFS cohort, MV valve shape (billow volume and AHCWR) significantly correlated with aortic root Z score, supporting the idea that aortic enlargement and MV abnormalities share a common pathogenesis.
The relationship between fibrillin and MV abnormalities was explored by Ng et al. 35 in a murine model of FBN1 deficiency. In this work, the authors showed that MV leaflets in the FBN1-deficient mice display myxomatous abnormalities associated with unchecked TGF-b activation, leading to cell proliferation and reduced apoptosis. Notably, the MV phenotype displayed by the FBN1-deficient mice was rescued by TGF-b antagonists. We speculate that the resulting reduced structural integrity of the fibrous mitral annulus, leaflets, and supporting leaflet chordae could make the MV complex in MFS more susceptible to leaflet billow and annular flattening. It is possible, for example, that in MFS, elongation and weakening of chordae would reduce the constraint on the commissural regions, allowing the annulus to assume a more planar shape.
14 A forward feedback mechanism may play a role as well; loss of annular saddle shape (lower AHCWR) may impose increased stress on chordae, further reducing their ability to support a normal annular shape. 11 These mechanisms may potentiate the deformation of intrinsically abnormal leaflets (manifesting as billow) due to excessive mechanical stress. 13 As the annulus flattens and dilates, the coaptation point moves toward the atrium, and the coaptation length decreases. Coverage of the valve area is maintained until the coaptation is depleted, resulting in a coaptation defect and MR. We have no means in our present study to validate these hypotheses related to the molecular and biophysical forces at play, and further investigation is needed. Furthermore, it is unclear whether these changes are part of MVP of any etiology or age, or are at least partially unique to patients with MFS, and whether more subtle disruptions in TGF-b signaling contribute to the larger population of myxomatous MV disease as a whole. 35 
Relevance and Potential for Clinical Use
MV dysfunction is present in 80% of patients with MFS and is the principal cause of morbidity and mortality in infants and young children with MFS. [1] [2] [3] [4] The use of 3D echocardiography-based modeling is well established in the adult literature for understanding leaflet abnormalities and planning surgical repair. 10, 36, 37 Given the high prevalence of leaflet and annular pathology in children with MFS, application of modeling may be particularly useful in this young cohort because of superior transthoracic windows compared with older patients and may potentially influence repair strategy. For example, saddle-shaped annular rings have been used to restore the normal shape of the MV in adults, and restoration of normal annular shape may be particularly relevant to the MFS population. 8, 11, 38, 39 Saddle-shaped rings have primarily been used in larger children because of their inability to account for somatic growth, but absorbable annuloplasty rings have been described for younger patients. Journal of the American Society of Echocardiography Volume 31 Number 11 In the larger population of patients with MFS not in need of imminent MV repair, 3D modeling of the MV structure from clinical transthoracic echocardiography may enable quantitative, longitudinal evaluation of the progression of MV structural changes over time. Moreover, MFS is currently diagnosed by clinical manifestations as determined by the revised Ghent criteria. The 3D structural findings of the MV could be conceivably be relevant to the diagnosis of MFS but will require validation in large cohorts of patients with MFS with and without MVP and patients with MVP without MFS.
40
Limitations
Our study was a small cohort of patients from one center, and the selection of patients with MFS may have been biased toward the more severe end of the spectrum because of their referral to a specialty tertiary center. The study was not blinded. There was a paucity of patients with MFS without valvar regurgitation and/or prolapse and no patients with idiopathic MVP or non-MFS MVP. Although all patients met the revised Ghent criteria for MFS, FBN1 gene testing was not performed in all subjects. The TomTec system measures the ''atrial surface'' of the MV and does not attempt to quantify the portion of the valve involved in coaptation, confounding assessment of true leaflet area and length. Small measurement differences arising from manual placement of the coaptation point between the anterior and posterior leaflets or the annular reference points could result in differences in tenting heights. Similarly, annular height and bending angle suffered from a lack of clear definition of the valve annulus visually. Important metrics, such as tenting volume and billow volume, suffered from relatively high interuser variability. Improved automatic methods for annular and leaflet mapping will allow standardization of valve assessment, minimizing reliance on user input, and may reduce observer variability. 41, 42 Assessment of the valve structure was limited to a single midsystolic frame, and further investigation of the dynamic changes in the annulus during all phases of systole and diastole is warranted. Not all 3D transthoracic images in patients with MFS were amenable to modeling, because of poor echocardiographic windows or patient motion in this pediatric cohort.
CONCLUSION
Children with MFS have flatter and more dilated MV annuli, increased billow volumes, and decreased tenting volumes compared with normal control subjects. Larger billow volume is strongly associated with degree of MR. Further study of 3D MV annular geometry and leaflet characteristics and their relationship to abnormalities in molecular signaling and the clinical progression of MV dysfunction is warranted in this vulnerable population. . P values were calculated using the Wilcoxon rank sum test. *Significant in larger cohort (N = 54) but not in MFS-only group (n = 27).
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